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You are out walking your dog. Suddenly, he catches sight of something and stops. 
What do you do? A spontaneous reaction is often to say “no” when the dog stops 
and stares at something. But he is doing something right! Your dog is reporting he 
has seen something – or “tattling” about what he’s just noticed. Isn’t that exactly 
what we want – for the dog to stop and tell you what’s going on? Why not reward 
this behavior? Teach your dog to tattle!

A DOG WHO TATTLES HAS A JOB TO DO
A dog who tattles will stop on his own accord and make contact with me – without 
my command – when a dog, a person, a rabbit or something else suddenly appears. 
The dog, person, or rabbit is the cue to stop or come back.
 How dogs tattle varies a great deal. A dog for whom eye contact is easy will 
probably tattle by stopping and seeking eye contact with you. Some other dog will 
tattle by stopping and “pointing”.

Tattling – good activation
When you have a dog who tattles, you do not constantly have to scan your sur-
roundings to spot something that might suddenly appear. The dog it is your eyes 
and ears! Teaching your dog to tattle is a good form of activation. In addition, your 
walks will become quieter, happier and calmer, because the dog has a job to do.
 You can teach your dog to tattle about almost anything – wild game, other 
people, bicycles, cars or other dogs. Around New Year’s my dogs tattle about fire-
works. This makes it possible to turn something unpleasant into an opportunity to 
reward them or play a game. Even other sounds, such as barking, shots or screaming 
children, can be a subject for tattling. As one of my students put it: “This is the 
ultimate in tattling. My dog started tattling about air planes!”

Tattling is terrific!

A dog who tattles has a job to do • Tattling – calmer than recall • Teach your dog to tattle: reinforce the behavior 
• Teach the dog to tattle: develop the contact exercises • Make up a tattle scale • Continue training with natural 
distractions • Summary
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Ginza tattles about cars
My Labrador was much more interested in hanging out with his canine buddies than 
my Tervuren was. Thus, it was obvious from the start that I needed to teach him to 
tattle about both people and animals. Even a dog’s best buddies tattle. It is a delight 
to go for a walk with two Belgians, a German shepherd and a Labrador without a 
whole lot of commotion. We two-legged beings can walk quietly and chat about eve-
rything and anything. When the need arises, the dog will come up to report that there 
is a new dog in the area. Pia, the owner of the other dogs, told me that her Belgian 
sheepdog, Ginza, returned one day at full speed, begging for treats. At first Pia couldn’t 
understand what Ginza was tattling about, but then she discovered a highway further 
on. Ginza is not trained to tattle about cars, but when all else failed, they would do. 
A textbook case of the power of the ability to form associations!

Tattling must pay off
The training for tattling is built around rewards. A dog who tattles will scan the 
environment, not looking for something he can run towards but so that his tattling 
will lead to a reward – treats, a game or another activity. The expectation of rewards 
makes the dog turn and come back. Good rewards like food, fun activation, or play 
are prerequisites for us to teach our dogs to tattle. In the long run you can give the 
dog a “go ahead,” when he has done something correct – tattling by making contact 
gives him permission to run up and greet you.

Training tip:
Do not try to teach tattling to timid dogs that tend to withdraw. These dogs need to learn to make contact with others.

Trixie’s hunt
I bought my Tervuren Trixie when she was two years old. Like many Belgian herding 
dogs, she loved chasing wild game. Once she actually disappeared to hunt for a day 
and a half! So she was well “seasoned” for hunting. My first step was to teach her the 
sound of a clicker. Then we went for our first walk with the goal of teaching Trixie 
to stop chasing wild game. She was on her flexi-leash so I could control the situation. 
Very soon, a scent on the ground caught her interest. She moved in short zigzags with 
a rapidly wagging tail. I clicked the moment I saw this behavior. Trixie turned around 
at once. At that moment, I threw her favorite ball as far behind me as the leash would 
allow. Every time Trixie indicated a scent of wild game during the walk, I rewarded 
her behavior. Yes, I intended to reward her reactions to the scent of wild game.

The next day I again rewarded Trixie when she hunted for scents of wild game. The 
training was already having an effect. She turned around on her own accord and 
looked at me when she discovered a game scent. I rewarded her contact by clicking 
and throwing the ball backwards. Now she got it. Trixie responded by immediately 
making contact with me as soon as she found any scent of wild game. I could now start 
delaying the reward so she started moving towards me before I clicked.
 Instead of the flexi-leash, I got a long line that increased the distance between 
Trixie and me. This did not affect her behavior, but she continued tattling about her 
game scents. I then cut the line about a yard each day. The deer had disappeared, so I 
had to trust train her using only scents. The critical day arrived when I cut the whole 
line, and Trixie was completely off leash. Suddenly, a deer ran across the gravel road. 
Trixie threw herself around in the air and galloped back towards me. Bingo!
 Learning to tattle did not take away Trixie’ desire to hunt, but it did create a new 
role for her in the woods. The wild game scents became a cue for Trixie to tattle about 
them to me, a role founded on teamwork and one that allowed me to control Trixie’s 
chasing and hunting.

Reading suggestion: Read more about conflicts over hunting in the chapter “When pro-
blems are a fact – turning conflict into control”.

Tattle training serves as a preventive measure
Teaching your dog to tattle is preventative training. How far it goes depends on you, 
the dog’s personality and his interest in your rewards. Ideally, the dog would be ball 
crazy. Then he’ll be willing to do anything o be able to play ball for a short time.
 On the other hand, if you have a very independent dog who is interested in 
either balls or food, or if he is an established hunting dog, then you might as well 
realize that your dog is not going to tattle about everything.

TATTLING – CALMER THAN RECALLS
One of the most fundamental things we want to teach a puppy is to come when 
called. A good recall is the foundation of most things, right? However, if we believe 
that a solid recall is the solution to every problem, then we forget one thing: recalls 
involve action, not prevention. If we use the recall to prevent the dog from running 
away, then he has already done something we didn’t want him to. The dog has al-
ready run away. Aren’t a “no” and a recall cue in this case just two sides of the same 
coin? Both cues are fundamentally intended to interrupt an unwanted behavior.
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Tattling results in calmer encounters
If we have a dog that knows how to tattle, encounters will become calmer and safer, 
both for the dog, for us, and for those we meet. Tattle-trained dogs are often less 
aggressive vis-a-vis the environment, as the tattle cue is a positive charge for them. 
Our usual recall cue may be full of aggression or fear, when we try to make a dog 
turn around when he has found something – these emotions can negatively impact 
a dog’s encounter with others.

TEACH THE DOG TO TATTLE: REINFORCE THE BEHAVIOR?
Tattle training is built on rewards. This means that we start training the dog to 
tattle about simple things and we do not immediately expect him to be able to tattle 
about suddenly appearing rabbits. Waving a ball or treats in that situation is often 
doomed to failure. So start tattle training with the still young dog.

Reinforce the right behavior
One way to teach the dog to tell is to reinforce the right behavior. This means that you 
start when the dog himself displays the right behavior. Puppies, for instance, will 
almost always stop suddenly when they catch sight of something in the distance. 
They seldom have enough courage to approach the object. Even adult dogs often 
stop spontaneously when they see something that catches their interest. We correct 
our dogs far too many times in this situation instead of rewarding this behavior.
 Teaching the dog to tattle when you are out for a walk is easy. The dog receives 
his reward when he spontaneously stops in different situations and environments, 
regardless of whether he is on or off leash. It doesn’t matter why the dog stops, if he 
looks at you, or stops because something farther away has caught his interest. Tatt-
ling is really only a further development of basic contact training. The difference is 
that the dog’s eye contact or stopping happens due to a sudden, external event.

A clicker has the best results
Using a clicker will give you the quickest and most effective results. You could also 
try using another positive sound, such as a squeaky ball. Even praise works well, 
provided it has a positive value for your dog. When the dog suddenly stops sponta-
neously, click and reward him by throwing something yummy or fun to him. Then 
teach him to stop and stay in the same place.
 You can also give him the reward out of your hand. The dog will then stop, 
turn, and come back to you. If you throw something to the left or to the right, your 
dog will move towards the thrown treat. This can be an advantage when you are 

walking along a road. If you consistently reward your dog by throwing treats in the 
ditch, the dog will move away from the road into the ditch at the same time as he 
is tattling.
 You can also tell him “go ahead.” This means you allow the dog to go ahead to 
whatever he was tattling about. Vary the tattle training so it sometimes results in 
an activity that the dog enjoys.

TEACH THE DOG TO TATTLE: DEVELOP CONTACT EXERCISES
You can also teach the dog to tattle by starting from the usual contact training, 
where the dog stands or sits in front of you and looks at you to get his reward.

1. Stand still with the dog on leash in front of you. Show that you have what the 
dog wants and then hide it behind your back. Wait for the dog to make eye contact. 
Now give him the reward!

2. At the exact moment when your dog makes contact, have a training partner 
suddenly say “Hi there!” so that the dog breaks his connection with you. Your dog 
gets a reward when he looks at the person who is greeting him – without moving 
towards him/her – and then immediately returns to eye contact with you. Praise 
and reward your dog at the same time as you turn from the other person and walk 
away. This trains your dog to leave whatever he has told you about and to follow 
you instead. If your dog starts moving towards the other person, quietly tighten 
the leash to keep him out of reach. Your training partner will immediately assume 
a neutral posture. There is no reward in this case, but show the dog what he missed 
out on. Repeat the whole exercise quietly and calmly from the beginning. Work 
in total silence. The cue for your dog to make contact with you should only be the 
other person’s verbal greeting.

3. Vary how you reward him. Praise with your voice, but wait a moment before you 
start playing or giving treats. If you always reward quickly with treats when the dog 
moves his gaze between distractions and you, it will ultimately seem like he is wat-
ching a ping pong match. We did say that the criterion for the reward is that the dog 
first focuses on the distraction and then immediately looks back at you. If you offer 
him a reward too quickly, the dog will immediately tell you the same thing again.
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MAKE UP A TATTLE SCALE
When the dog knows the fundamental exercises, it is time to vary the distractions 
that the dog is supposed to tell you about. Make up a tattle scale! Start with the 
easiest distractions first. Friends or family members can help. Every fourth time you 
should deliberately add a distraction you know is too difficult. Your dog will learn 
the consequences of mistakes more quickly. If he moves away from you towards the 
distraction, there will be no reward. Tattling is the only way to get what he wants!

1. Short sounds like “hi” or “good dog” are the simplest form of distraction, and 
the same goes for rattling a bag of treats or a toy in your pocket. The distraction 
should be something your dog really wants. The person making the distractions 
should remain still.

2. Now it’s time to introduce motion. The person making the distractions will move 
or jog past. He could also be someone who limps, or someone passing by you and 
your dog. The motion can even come from another dog. If this is your dog’s best 
buddy, it will be really good to reward him with “go ahead”, provided that your dog 
tattles without taking one step away from you.

3. Use surprise distractions. Have a person suddenly appear from behind a house, 
run past, and yell, “Hi there!”

Training tip: A variety of rewards make training exciting
As soon as the dog understands what tattling is about, you can start changing your rewards. Reward him sometimes 
with “good”, sometimes give him a treat, a game, or some other activity. Not knowing what reward is coming your way 
makes the training more exciting!

Reading suggestion: Read more about how to vary rewards in the chapter “Become a 
better teacher – about learning theory”.

CONTINUE TRAINING WITH NATURAL DISTRACTIONS
When the dog understands the basic exercises, it is time to continue training with 
“natural” distractions. For starters, you will have to keep an eye out for what your 
dog is going to tell you about. When you see a tattle-worthy object, stop at an 
appropriate distance and show your dog something he wants. Then hide the re-
ward behind your back. Hopefully, your dog will recognize the situation and start 
looking for something, only to then turn towards you and tell you about it. Now 
the dog will start developing into a first class tattletale!
 When the dog knows how to tattle when you stand still, repeat the training while 

moving. Avoid your dog tattling by your left side in heel position if you and your 
dog also participate in obedience competitions. Tattling is everyday training.

The better the report, the better the reward
When the dog understands you want him to tell you about a variety of things, you 
should on occasion only reward him with verbal praise. Save the best prizes for en-
counters with wild game, joggers, bicyclists, and other dogs. Vary the rewards – but 
never stop giving them altogether. Why else would your dog tattle?

Think about:
What distracts your dog? What would you really like him to tell you about?

SUMMARY:
- A dog who tattles stops automatically and makes contact,  

when something suddenly appears.

- Tattling is a great way to activate. It gives the dog a job!

- Tattle training makes for calmer and safer walks.

- Tattling must pay off! Your dog will tattle to get paid.

- The better the report, the better the reward. 


